Recognition and representation of parallel processable streams in computer programs by unknown
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execution of the program--.w bean based an the assumption that an 
•	 Instruction stress is processed one step at a time 
•	 Initial •ffcts in the field of thforuition processing with regard 
to computers were limited mainly to technological Irovcmants of ezIsting 
facilitlea.	 Soia of the goals In this area included an increase In
	 ..--
• computational speed and a decrease in phyetcsl cie and power coiteptLcn
I 
After these efforts zero successfully launched, howvar, it was 
that thuserlal approach to computational processes did net result Zn 
efficient use of available resources *
	 Thia realization cialtdoatsd in
- 
techniques such as mlti-progrsmaing and time-ubsrtng. 
Although these tecimiques did yield higher resosce ttiii"Vicar • --
 the speed of computational processes use now a ftstctIxt of tco!og1csl 
liaitatIcn.	 Further progress in this area resulted in the ameept of 
Parallel Processing., a canc.$ ubereby oeversl segts of an intructhrn,,
 
• stream are processed COcCsrrantly.
	 . .
	 -:	 •---
•	 Coion to any discussion an parallel processing is an swptlan • 
of the existems of a large number of proc.aetng mits and woorleg
.
• •	 •, -	 - 
cantroll.d by an operating systes.
	 In the paste the prohibitive expanse
 
.,	 -	 -	 •-	 -	 .. 
•	 -	 -	 -••	
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C H / P T E It	 I
- 
Introduction -	 -: 
l-.l21YdL	 . 
Coual processes have traditionally been apptojched in what 
5 essentially a serial iar iaquuntial mannere The entire procosa.. 
be Inning with the writing of a program and concluding with the actual 
-V 














Implied by this assumption sealed the fate of any prcgroa. t
 in this area. 
State-of-the-art advances, hovove?, and in particular, anticipated advances 
generated by Large Scale Integration, have given fresh Impetus to reesrch
1. 
In this area. Given a program with a large degree of inherent parallelism,, 
the theoretical time required for probicIn solution can be reduced ..* by 
a factor at least as great as the number of processors" el).
 
The motives for parallel processing include the follovingi 
1. Real-tine urgency. Parallel processing can increase the speed 
of coutat1on beyond the 19ft imposed by teelmolo3icsl fattoea. 
29 Reduction of tuzaercwtd tine of high priority jobe. 
•	 3. keductcn of nnry and time requiraents for 'housekeeping" 
chores. The si ltenoue be proprly interloched operatics of rendag 
puts into Lmmory and error checking and editing cm red*e the ncd for 
large intordiata storages or ctXy trcfcre betven
	 in a 
storage hierarchy.  
4. An increo-a° in chilteneos ir-t'e to eny usors. In the field 
of the computer utility, for enele perteda of .
 peah c-nd are difficult - 
t predict. The evi1lebility of are pr aenre c2blea Ca installation 
to Mininize cho affects of these pcl VOTIOCae In	 in the avnt • 
Of a ayete&i failure, faster ceaputatianal epocfa permit c2ce to be 
provided to tro usoro bzfero the failure
	 urs,	 •	 . •• -	 • 
The aub.ct of prailcl proc"suic cm tz dIQi&2d anta thre, 
esparato problczi eras. The firrt problem eccurs ie
 the tica a prejreIs 
vritton and involves en apilcit inthcrion of V=ellellem with in a 
In sore cases thit, I icatica cn bs eccanp! ened by nee of the
	 ) - 
prrathg lac. itolf. hoaecond pftblu nvolveg detcotian at - 
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concurrently. The final problem Involves coimlcation and utilization of 
this Information by the computing system *
	 - ... 
Chapter I of this paper introduces the general subject of parallel 
processing by defining the concepts of explicit and Implicit parallelism-
and discussing problem associated with those areas.
	 - 
Chapter It Is primarily a survey of existing techniques for 
detection ofnub-task paralaltam as exemplified by arithmetic expressicsis. 
Chapter II concludes with the introduction of a new techniquw for detecting 
sub-task parallel! sa In arithmetic expressions. 
The major portion of this paper is contained in Chapter III. In 
thIs chapter a new technique is Introduced for detecting parallel 
proeesaable segments within a single program. The technique has been-
Incorporated in the form of a FORtRAN recognizer program. This 
recognizer inputs a ooure program also writtim in FORTRAN and outpute th 
parallel processable segments of the source program. Details, limitations, 
and overall flow charts of the recognizor are also contained In Chapter 
XII. Detailed flow charts of the recognizer are givm in Appendix A. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper two thoughts should be kept 
In mind. In order for parallel processing to be truly effective,, the 
overhead which accompanies this mod; of operation=at be min12i,ed. Thug 
any approach to this subject maev Include machine orgiinization which can 
take advantage of parallel processable etteams. In addition, It I. felt 
that successful recognition of these streams at compilation time will
	
minimize overhead during execution tie..	 - ••	 - - •. 
102	 grall,lIa	 -	 -• -.	 . .	 --
Within an individual program, parallelism can exist at several 
•	 ••	 •;,	 •	 •.	 - 
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levels--from the level of estements or groups of statements of procedural 
languages to the level of micro operations. Discussion in this paper will 
be confined to jntra-ororxam ara11alim as opposed to 2MUM aral1eij. 
The latter torn refers to the type -,f processing in which lnd.pendent 
programs are processed concurrently; tt 1; intended to be cynonynous with 
the conventional meaning of multiprocessing in a altiprogreeasd 
environment. Intra-progaa parallelism, on the other hand, refers to the 
typo of processing in which a singie program can be partitioned into tasks 
which can b performed in parallel. Two type; of Intra-program parallelism 
w1* be considerods glQkal. and icaI. 
In the global type of parallel processing a program is partitioned 
Into teske which can be performed in parallel. Throughout this discussion 
the terms "task" and "procea" are intnded to nwin a g.lf'.contained 
portion of a computation which once iiitiated can be carried out to its 
completion without the need for additional input:;. The completion of a 
task is significant in that its occurrence can initiate tho . execution of 
anotier sat of task;. An example of such a tack wouldbe et single FORTflN 
atateacnt or a set of such statemont;. Consider, for example, the 
hypothetical FORTBAI4 program shoat in Figuro 1 which illustrates both 
global and local parallelism. 
•	 Because the two arithmetic expressions have independent Input set;, 
they can theoretically be executed in parallel. This Is an example of 
Indepen.nt tasks consisting of single atateasnts. The two subroutine CALL 
statements, on the other hand, are examples of independent tasks which can 
causist of many stateiantg. Again bec&usa of the dejotnt Input sits, 
this* two statements. could thacritically be executed in parallel.
	 -	 •. -: 
S	 •	 ••	 -S.-	
- 
The type of reasoning suggested hare ha; been Investigated by 
- 
5	
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ssv.ral sources	 a x.for*co prominent in this area Is that duo to 
Bernstein [3].	 consider several tasks, T 1 , of a esquontielly orar'.eed 




execution of task T3 is Independent of whether taka Ti and T2 are executed 
sequentially or in parallel as shown in Figure 2(b), than parallelists 
is said to exist between T i and T2 ,	 . 
With reference to Figure 1, parallolice on a local level can be 
Illustrated by statement 10.	 As ahown In PIgiwe 3, "nub-tacks" lOa and r 
lOb urlthin the task depicted bystatement 10 can be executed sequentially, 
(a) or In paralol (b) without altering the outcome at the completion of . I 
the task.
z**a1	
.	 *s1 L4	 T. 
Z2
1100 
lOc	 ________ (b) 
Z	




Figuro 3. Illustration of Pro1lolftce an a Loc1 Level. 
A second Illuctrotien of local parallallem La gtv€n by the 
Individual nub-tacks within subroutine SVU9 Conceivably, the 
subroutine could itself ceneict of etetomts having the same foro as the 
example arithmetic exproasiens within tho calling rorem. These subtasko 
- ---------- - 
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within the sbroutine could themselves be executed in parallel. 
1.3 &lZc1t Md .Ianlicit LUALtRUM 
The pro T)Iem of recognizing parallel procossable tasks within a 
program is difficult primarily because programs are usually written in 
what is essentially a aerial manner. The solution to this problem can be 
approached from two directions *
 The first approach places the burden upon 
the progaor and requires an Eplictt Indication of parallelism. This
 
Information is generated by ieane of additional Instructions within the 
Programming language itself • The eeccnd approach rol ievcc tho progxr 
of any additional duties and rollec totally upon Indicators existing in 
the program Itself and is known as Implicit parallelism, 
Needles, to says each approach haa certain advantages. If parallel 
processing is over to be truly successful, it can only do so by avoiding 
the overhead which a coplax compiler and a szpervisory program would 
create. By allowing the prograer to indicate the parts of a program 
which can be executed in parallol, much of this undesirable overhead can be 
prevented. This approach, houever, is of little value when one cta1dero 
the many thousands of programs already in existence, since it is safe to - 
&98ums that most would not be recodad in order to take advantage of 
Inherent parallelism. This problem would be minirdeod, however, if 
parallelism within these programs could be detected using Implicit*
 
recognition techniques. Thie coanot be accomplished,
	 a 
corresponding Increase in system camploxity. 
A problem corn to both approaches is that cancurmtly 
executable processesy cornpote for the same resources (mwry )
 I/O, 
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Gystemend the benefits derived by 34rallel processing axe intimately 
related to the overall architecture of the eutIog system, the task 
management algorithms, etc. [s].
	 - 
When parallel tasks use the same
 hardware resources ilke memery 
and I/O, access to 'which is serial, they have to be queued up for 
service. The solution is to overlap' th. parallel processes such that the . 
critical resource will not create a bottleneck. Dijkstra, Enuth, and 
Coffman [14, 15, ib] have developed efficient scheduling procedures for 
using comeon resources. 
When parallel tasks manipulate coon data (erg., one task inputs 
data dereas another edits the data), the sequence and the ordering of 
the operations 'with respect to each other way be Important *
 Thus when . 
sequentially coded tasks are prepared for parallel processing, it is
	 ..	
• ... 
Important to determine 'whether trit not the outputs of parallel paths are
	 •	 . 
the same regardloxt of the order and sequence of .eecution. If the roenite	 .. ., .•
of this determination are dissimller, then task ordering infortlanenst
 






'In the explicit approach to parallelism, the prngramesr himself 
indicates the portions of a program which can be executed In parallel.
	
,. •, 
This is normally done by providing the programer with additional -
	 •	 . -	
2	 2 
Instructions which identity the parallel procesBablo streamer
	 One of the .	
.	 . 
meet frequently mentioned explicit approaches to parallelism is the FM . 
and JOIN [8].	 YOU is an instruction which indicates the initiation of
- ... 
parallel tasks; JON is an instruction 'which Initiates a new task only 
after the processes Initiated by the YOU ae coa.pl.t.d and sarge Late the
J 'I 5	 •	 L	
—	 - — -	
-	 %	 -	 -c' 
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JOIN. The use of these In ructic*is is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The FI.JRx at location 100 seans "Set the cantttg
 of location I	 -	 - 
299 to 2; then fork to 101 and 200." The "2" in the Instruction indicates 
the number of processors 'which the FORK at location 100. wIll icttva• 
(If they are available). As a processor cop1stas its Instructions, It 
-	 branches to location 299 'where It decroints the counter by 1. If the 
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the counter to zero simply transfers to location 300 and Cc'ti*ues.	 A . 
distinct advantage of this approach is that it is simple and natural. 
The basic premise of the PJ.RALLEL FOR tecmieue (9) )c that FOR 
T. 
" statentc In ALOM program and similar constructs in other languages 
perat exploitation of parallel activity.
	 As an sxa'te, consider the 
addition of two I z J matrices Mt and 10.




'S	 ' .	 ,
•,	
: 
In ALGOL, the instructions to do this would read as shown In Figure 50
Since the palrwiso addition, are tndependett, they can be perftrwed in 
parallel. The implementation of this process as a PARALLEL FOR to enoa In.
 
Figure 6. 31 initializes the generation of the values of the parameters 
FOR K1,1STEP 1 WTIL I DO 
FOR E2 to 1 STEP 1 UNflL S DO 
ifi	 ) eii 23 , M2[ltl 2] 
&gure . AL(UL instructions for Addition of Two Mtrtces. 
of the FOR atatnt and establistes the new parallel pith coonter (PPC). 
PREP is a function parormd before a new sat of parallel paths begins. U
 
other FPC 9s exist for this process, they are pushitis dam,
	 sllcvs sets
 
Of parallel paths to be nested.. F2IiP oets the ne P?C to on. 32 is the -	 - 
stepping or tncretting ftation. 33 is the d tost a transftr.-
	
- 
JOIN when all paths have be - started. 34 starts o MM paralLel path.
 
35 is a parallel path. 35 is the JOUl. The function AMXLY is a uklu
 
two-way forks it requests the citro1ler to start a parallel cqce at
	 - 
and add one to the current PPC for thifl process. JOIN is a function used
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il 
to terudnat. a set of parallel paths.
	 Men executed, it reduces the j 
current PL'C for the pru2.80 by	 e.	 If PPC is then zero. It is popped up 
:	 and prOcessing continues. 	 If PPC Is not zero, meaning that
	 re paths 
rets to be coleted, it releases the processor executing the JOIN.
	 For 
•	 the ezazle given, the ieple'eaticn of this process would result In J 
simultaneous psirutee additios as specit..d by the Imt.r FOl atatait. 
•	 M attractive feature of this scheme I 's that it is independent of 
•	 the number of prncesaors available *
 At any given tiwo the meitu number 
Of active paths equals the number of available processors * 	 Mhen a 




The ?C	 and.	 and the PARALLEL M are but tvo exaiss of 
explicit indicatien of parallelism*	 Becaus, of the relativz simplicity of 
indicating inherent parallelin explicitly, the has been an thcreang 
wt of effort in this dLreeix.
	 EL/i, for exs?2te, ptovtes the TASK 
option with the CALL staceznnt that indicates ccreat exet!cn of
parallel tazka. TRAQUIL J
 an ALGOL-like language [4], has been desIued 
to szploit paralleltam in algoritham to be iIemented In arry processors 
such as the ILLIAC IV.
	 Ir 
Sutherland [6] has proposed a graphical language (intended 
prisertly for display) that exhibits peralleliem in a cutstIen. The 
• coeptstten ; noMlorl as a dkrected graph in which a note represents a 
prieitive f umetion or i factica of previously defined fwoctk@a and 
prtzitiv*s. The directed branches represent direction of centraland• 
data fl. The opeatlenaI parallelism is indicated b'meltiple Wench" 
going to different feneticmal neces. The mthed Is simple. 24. direct, 
btit the COPTOSOntatlan can beazwt.!dy In large computations. 
'c.	 -'	 •,	
e 
::-	 . - ,	 ,_ 4 
tv 
- :-
2	 L__ --.-2	 ..	 -	 -	 -	 _ *'	 T1
12
I
Another approach to this probles is mWeaed in Single Assignment
 
Languages [7].. Here all the statets are asctgits * Only one
	 •,.. 
Utatnt is allowed to assign a value to a vartabla. Since the 
asignents txdtcete the ttztctionsl rolatlI Gn4ahtpe betwc!a the varlablos 
nd the generated fta'ctioc.z, the order of execution of the various
 
quantities is also defined. The parallel operattser.thus Implicitly 
specified by this representatit. 
SIxt 'axplicit indicators of paralleilsa are genreUy forz1atd 
at the time of coding, it is highly d.strb10 that these inttcatore and . 
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• 
these indicators are given here.
	 •.	 :. -	 •• -	 • 
•Because progress are usually represented by flow charts [5,1O, ii] 
any dlcussion en explicit Indicators can be simplified by referring to 
flow charts. Necessary to such a representation are nodes and branches 
which define computational. procedures. A Ink 112ft represents a FORK 
operation. A 4ecislcn 0211 represents a computation whose outcome determines
.1 
the next sequence of tasks to be undertaken. The JOIN node Is the point 
of convergence of two or nore pernllai tasks; that is, control will move on 
to the next sequence of operations only after all the convex ing tasks are 
cospisted. The branches of a graph indisto the permissible transitions 
	
to the next set of computations as indicated by their orientation	 S. 
ldlraetlanl. .	 .	 -. 
In addition to these Inlicatoza,. additional primitives should be 
included to protect the use of co
	 data. The stet.nt LOCK 
(Xl, X2,...), for exaaiple, makes the data variables Xl, X2,..., the 
exclusive property of the branch issuing the LOCK stLtezentj the dual 
statQtt L(LOC (XI, X2,...) releases the previously locked statements* 
Swe of the problems ss&ociited with the FORK and JOIN and similar 
typo statements [12] include the fact that not nil path; from & POTS 
:	 etatacent have to .convera to a single JOIN statement (9]. Thus the 
conientional FORK Stats!lent Must be modified to poruit nonccnYelng 
to teleega their processors after the-O r cosplctton This can be • 
accomplished by means of the I! states whj'h releases a processor 
	
•	 -	 •	 • -,•	
-..•.	 C -	 .....-	 --	 •-''.-	 ,.• 
end initiates no further action.
	 -•.	 -	 • -.. 
•	 .	 ..•	 •••	 ;•	 •,	 •	 •.	 j..:.-, 
Another problem arises when two or more concurrent tasks seek 
access to the sass critical re rsou'e, SiMultaneous access can destroy 
............................... 
useful data if it is not property controlled. One way to prevent this Is 
- :
I	 '1 ,I
	 4	 '	 -	 -
•	 '7. ...-	 - . .
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to	 out com2an data from other processes and thus give iPc use to one - 
process exclusively. If an interrupt occurs When LOCK is in effect, 
hover, the mman data may never psv,it its use even to high priority 




MQMK is issued by the process and/or warn the process of the oocrono 
of an Interrupt and allow it some delay to unlock the dat. Furthermore,
 
- - a process can JM1 the data and go into an endless loop diie to errors. An 
obvious solution would be to allow the system to limit the time during 
which a lock can be offectivu Cia].	 . 
	
1.3 Xljçj ZAMLLAUM-	 - 
•Fram 03 outset it=at be atstoi that this approach to parallel 
•	 processing in associated aith sophisticated cottpfliug and suprvisory
	 j 
programs and te related overhead. Its ettr&ctivaneas lies in that it is 
Independent of the prograor, and ozlstLng programs would not htvo to be
	 - - 
modified to take advantage of inherent parallelism. An elgcrlthz written 
by Fisher [ii] ut!liges the input and output Bets of each process within 
•	 program to determine essential ordering and thus inherent paralislism. 
oaaider the flow diagram of the process &iomo in Figure 7. The algorithm - -
	 • 
requires as input B	 --	 - - 
-	 1. The number of processes to be analyzed. For this example - - - - 
each box in the flov diagram represents a process.
 
2. The input and output set Or each process4 The input ant for 
process G, for example, cia1stn of the variables v and we The output act 
consists of the single variable to


















posiable paths which exist between the processes.	 ..	 ..	 .. 
4.	 Any initially known essential order 0Tamong the processes. 
This relation Includes area connecting conditionals to their various 
conditional successors.
	 The flow diagram of this .xgiple,
 consists of only 
one conditional, process I). 	 Thus process D and its possible successors E. 
and P comprise the relation 0T (Figure 7(c)).
	 - 
•	 Given this information the algorithm genetatess 
• 1.	 T, the essential serial ordering relation, and 
2.	 S, the covering for the essential aerial ordering relation. 
This relation represents T without those area that directly join procosos 
•	 which are joined indirectly by a sequence of two or more eras in T. 
•	
Once the essential serial ordering amang the processes is 
parallelism inherent in the overall process can be detormincd 
Reference to Figure 7(d) shows that processes A, B, end C can be 
• processed simultaneously. 	 Similarly, processes D and C can be processed 
after the results of processes A, B, and C are available.
	 '• 
The implication from the relation S is that the overall process can 
be accomplished in three units of time e.g shown below.	 -,	 ..	 • .• 
UNIT OF TI(E	 PROCESSES COUTED 
-	 I	 •'	 A,B,C 
2	 D,G	 .: 
3 . -	 Ear?	 ,••• 
A possible shortcoming of the algorithm is that it fails to expressly 
• provide any indication of flexibility in the ordering of processing among 
the processes.	 For example, the to variations which follow can also be •. 
accomplished in three units of th
	 with no violation of the essential I 
serial order.
I






•	 C	 •:	 •	 • 
•	 zi.h(n)	 • 
-	 U	 .• 




N1. (a) Flow Diagram
•1 
.A	 -B------i..0	




(b)	 G1	 PsrataalbI. Ordering Rlal




•	 (d) Si Coyar for the Sexent.tal 
• (a) Tp Essential 36rial Otdertg Serial Order Ralation 
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UNIT OF T1IZ
	 PROCESSES COWUED -- S 
1	 •ADC
Si 
2	 Bs D 




Thus If only two procesaors were available for the three units of this, 
either of the two orderings shown above could get: the job done.
	 These 
alternatives are not apparent from the covering relation S. 
•	 Further discussion on Implicit parallelism will be continued in 
•
Chapters II and III and will take two dictince toria.
	 Chapter II will be 
confined to parallelism at a local level as exemplified by sub-tasks 
within arithmetic expressions.
	 In Chapter II! a tae)tiquo viii be 
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-	 APTER II 
Algorithms for Detection of Sub-Task Parallelism 
This chapter will be devoted to implicit recognition of sub-task 
parallelism within arithmetic expressions. The first halt of the chapter 
will present a brief survey of existing algorithms tihich are designed to 
accomplish this purpose [23]. The second half will introduce a techmique 
which approaches the problem in a somewhat different manner. The 
arithmetic expression which will be used as an example for each algorithm 
Is given below.
	 .	 . 
MDCODeL*F.G.H
	 4 
Throughout this discussion, the usual precedence betw'rt operators 
will apply. In order of increasing precedence, the precedence bettvaen
 
operators will be as followse +
 and -, * and I, and t, where stmnde 
for exponentiation.	 .	 . 
2.1 jj ij rian.! g	 ii [20] 
This algorithm assumes that the Input string is written in reverse 
Polish notation ad contains only binary operators. The string to scaied 
from left to right replacthg by temporary results each occurrence of 
adjacent operands ininedlat.ly followed by an operator.. These temporary 
results will be consq dered as operands during the next passes * Temporary 
results generated during a given pass are said to be at the 3am level 
and therefore can be executed in parallel • There will be as many passes - 
as there are levels in the syntactic tree. The compilation of the 
expression listed above is shown in Figure 8.
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S 19	 • 
shortcotmingso	 The fire Is that It requires the Input e.ring to be in 
Polish notation; the second is its inability to handle operators dIch 
-




S TEMPORARY RZSULTS 
I	 INPUT STRING AFTER THE ith PASS	 GENEIATED DURING ith PASS 
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-. initially of level 0, are combined to tore a aubtree of i.i.l I. The 
algorithm then searches for aa*ber subtr*e of level I by attempting to
	 - 
combine C and U. Since precedence relationships between operators prohibit 
this combination, the level of subtre. (MB) is Incremented by one. The
	 - 
algorithe now searches for a subtree of level 2 by attempting to combine • - 
•	 -	
- 
C, U, and E. Since this combination is also emhibited - izuI*r (A.4R 4
	 - - 
Incretted to level 3. The next search is sncceaaful, and i eubtras of 
level Z Is obtained by combining C, D, R, and F.
	 These two subtreea are 
then combined to fora a single ubtree of level 4.	 - 
In a stellar wanner the subtree (GeH), originally of level 1, is
 
succestv1y Incremented until It achi.viee a level of 4 at u 
Is combined ,ith the other aubte of the saws level to form a final t? 
of level S.	
-	 - 
The a gorithie yields an output string in reverse Polish which dosa 
not expressly show whICh operations can be performed in parallvl. Evt 
though the output string is generated in cfte pass, the recuralvet.s o
-	 - . f	 - 
the algoritlus causes it to be s1o, and at least oe additional peas vould
• 
be required to eecify parallel computations, 
2.3	 .&arl.(22J 
The goal nf this a1sorItbe Is to forequtatuplee of torery 
results of the forea 
RI (operand 1, operator, operand 2, start levelsea (end level 
op. it end level op. 2), end levelsatert l.v'el,l).
	 - - 
All temporary results which have the ee start level can bra coei&tod in -. 
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21 
Seaming begins with the right'
	 operator of the input string and 
preta from igt	 to left mxn an opertoz is fotd whose pr-iorty is 
•
-	 beer that that of the previously scanned operator.
	 In the example the •
. 
scan Would yield the folloethg substrings . 
Nov a left to right scan proceeds until at operator Is found *oa. priority 
to lower than that of the 1.2 t-t operator of the aubstring.	 This 
yleldis	 D*E*P.	 At this point a torary result P1 is arailabie of the 
•
•-- tOfl!	 ••	 -	 ••.•.	 -	 .•
Ri(D,*,E,0,1), 
The tempera" results. RI, replaces one of the operands and the other is 
deleted together with Its loft operator. The now substrhig IS then: 
R1*F.GSH. 
The left to r.ght ecsns are repeated ucttl no further quintuple eat 
be produced, and at that ties, the right to left scan is r itisted. The 
results of the process are aho,t In Figure 9. 
Although the 'ale thovs the algorithm applied to an epressiost 
conteiing only binary operators, the algorithm can also handle subtract ion 
and diiriatust with a corresponding increase in cosr1aulty. 
A significant feature of this algorithms is thdt Poliab notation 
plays no pare in either the input string or the output quintupha. ecsuae 
Of the MMY scans and coqariaani the algorithm requires, it beeoiws wre 
•complex as the length at the czpresaion and the diversity of operators 
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• level. All temporary raults h1ch c4m be gutotated at that leil am..	 V	 9 V	
-	 V	 V	 V	 -	 .4 
czuctzd and inserted apppr1at.1y In the output string prodCced by div
- 
V	 V	 V	
,.-	 V	 - 
corre5pottdln8 pfte3
	 Gttput ;trILg wMMS the
	 string for V	 VS V V 
the next 1oeI tt1 the 1hole expr.asI
 an haa bn pIlod. Thus the
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rber *f Pawou All be equal to tbu nunalw 02 1ev10 In 
tree. DuzUs a pow the ccanning prucevis free left to
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operator 4 aparma to cc	 cce. 
The sh1€i txtodtcte Izagntgo %hieb thIs aj5cTjthm pe 
In the mGt appropriato for fttp er cax;pIlation In t 
dtg%ctty all
	 CIO to pwfarmd In pa11o1, bEy tbesv 
bavtg the	 level t br Tha caettc trea Scaermted by this 
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24 
Although Hell.zn'a algorithm is the stie.t dst rapid, it is 
handicapped try its requirit for a Polish InpUt string and its 
to binary operators. Stca.'a algorittas requires the fewest 
pass,., but its recurstv.ss causes it to be s1os. in addition, the 
reverse Polish string which it generates to not ii a for suitabl. for 
4tiprG4,&34r utilization, 
2.6 a En A192=20 La ___ d t*k sraliejjii 
This asctii will tnt*nduce o toctat1ue who goals are; 1) to 
Produce a binary tree ebich illustrates the parallelism tnheruit in an
 
arithtic epr..sstci; and 2) to d.ter.ine the number of -registers needed 
to evaluate large arithmetic or Boolean expressie without Lnt.re6lte 
transfers to main necory.
	 ,•it.-. 
This technique is propted by the fact that extating canputlag 
Systems 
. possess 1tiplo arithn.:ic UnIts rAdeh can contain a lane 
number of active stcrag* (registers). In addition,, the superior 
netory bandwidths of the next generation of compute" will lwplify 
of the requireiits of this technique. 
In the ratertal presented below, a cola &rithustic ezvrossion
 
Is examined to determine its xi
	 ccztatt*1 p.r.1lelt. This in 
accomplished by repeated rs.rrmg.stt of the given epzszaico. During 
this process the giva oqrosden in reverse Polish fom is aigg tact '" for 
wel1 fortionb, I-**j9 .rkor$. ad oversights in the syntax, etc. 
-; The arithmetic expression mideb was
 used as a model earlier will 
also be used here, namely M3iCeE5?G+I. The.d.talls of the algorithm 
folicw.	 --	 -	 :	
- 
___	 ___	 _ 
-	
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25 
fore and to reverse its order. -
24 Starting with the righteost syrbol of the strIng, ascign a 
weight to each .s.r of the string be g.d an the following procedures 
Assign to sol SI the value V1 ('j . i) 4 a1 i 
6(S0 ..OifSjisavariable 
601)	 1 if Sj in a ssary operator 
- 2 if S1 is a binary operator 
and Vt_I - v1.2 + a1-is V12	 1n1_3 + R.j_, etc., 
Using thic procedure, the following exprogslan resu!tss 
Root 
Node 
1151413 12 It 1098
	 654321 
+ B • G, 0 * y * s D•C+ B A 
V1 	 2	 1	 211	 232	 212.12.1 
Note that for a "well-forted aWessloo of n symbols V 1 
3. At this point the root node of the proposed binary tree can be 
determined. Thus the givan etring can be divided 'nco two lstdeputdant sub. 
strings. To datar,dne the root node, draw a line to the left of the first 
symbol with a weight of I (141, S1..., V1..!) to the left of the NY  with - 
the highest weight, V(
	 V1-V). The two In ap4snt substrings 
consist of the strings to the Left cnd to the right of this; 1I1!e. The root 
node will be the 1.ttsost Set of the string to the left of the line 
0i4, is VN.1). Note th*t Vi also aqals 3 for i..9; boggvery Vets 
choss fre. the earliest occurrence of a ayebol with the highest weight.
	 . 
4. The next step is to look for para11olI.m within each
 of the 
now substrings. Ccfttder the rtghtaut subatring. Fare a nes sobstring .
	
-	 -	 - 
1	 -'	 -	
"-	 -	 -	 ---
	
,,	 p 4 1 	 - 
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26 
consisting of the symbols within the values of V juil to the right and to the 
left of V1 . Transpose this substring with the subatring to the right of 
It those l.ftet ieabar has a veight of Vj.l. 
INITIAL RIGHT)VST	 Sj •	 F * £ DII. C • B Al 
	





V1 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 
This procedure is repeated *mtit the initial Vm occupies the position 1.2 
In the subatring. For this example this Is already the case. Thus the 
rightmost substring Is In the proper form.
	 7: 
5. The transposition procedure of step 4 is applied not to the 
leftsoat substring. However, elnec the loftrost eubstrIng of this cwple 
consists of only two operands and on oporator, no further operations are 
necessary.	 -	 - - 
6. The resultant binary tree is shu in Figure 11. The nubora 
assigned to each node represent the final weiaht V1
 of the symbol as 
dster1ned in stepe 1-5 aboo. 
Som obsrvatI'in aud
	 oit this algorithm are given below. 
1. The tve branches on elthc* side of the root node can be oact!'cd 
In parallel. Within each main branch, the tronMmaltion procedure of stop 
4 yields supplcstntery root nodes. The sub-branches on cash side of the' 
eupp1cesntary nodes can be executed In pareflel.
	 1.	 -	
0	 • 
•	 2.9 The Duber'!'?f IrAmIs In the binary tree CI to p'ediatad Zre 
the Polish form of the origInal string.
	 . .	 .	 . 
ro. OF LEVELS a MAX [MISSM OF l o st ?n) in the substrIng 
"at or o let tet) containing Vm.	 . .	 •. - '. 
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27 
resulting expression Is







/&\ A - F, 
'./J\.<' 
Figure ii. Binary Tres for Parallel Cospitatton of MBf.CD*E*poG.H. 
4. An added feature of this technique is that the number of 
registers required to evaluate this expression without Itermsdiate STORE 
and FETCH operations Is obtained directly from the binary tree. This 
Information is provided by the highest vaight assigned to any nod. within - 
the treco Thus for this exaip1e the wWression could be evaluated using at 
most two registers iaithout resorting to interediate stores and fetches. . 
.5.
 
This technique of recognizing psralleli g
 on a local level has - 
base applied to a single instruction, In particular, cn arithtIe 




?--	 -_	 .'.	 ..	 0 
j -  
expr.aalon can itself be the result of a processablo tasks
	
Thus this 
technique can be extended t:o a higher level of parallel stream recognition, 
i.e., global parallelism. 
6.	 Ho formal proof has been obtained for this algorithm. 	 It 
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-The problem presented here la that of compiling a convsntIa11y 
written program for multi-pr cesslnj, This involves the detection of 
the parallel proc.ssable segtntgj and an Indication of what tacks can be 
initiated In parallel and wt'.at tasks must be completed before the start 
of the next sequenc* of tacks. A graph theoretic eodel Is prevented 
-.
 
which seems to provide enough generality that it is Independent of the 
language, the applicati
	 the mode of compilation, and the number 
.---of processors In t
	 7rnien So graph t
	 otogy will be exp!inad 
next to fecilitato further diecuzjon, 
-	 Coiputati0n1 PTOc0fiG8S are modeled by oriented graphs in,hIch the 
vertices (nodes) represent vinale tacks and the orIctcd edges (directed 
branches) represent the permissible transition to the next task in 
sequence. Again, as before, a single task my represent one or cro 
etatenants in a computational procedure and the associated data. 
A directed graph which c uelvte of n vettieos and a vet of oriented 
edges can be represented In a cuxputar by Ito connectivity matrix 
Of dienaton n x a such that ita gonorlo term C jj is a "1" if and only if 
there Is a directed edge from node I to node J and It Ia "O' othorwice 
[18]. The properties of the directed graph and hence of the ccpuatienl 











A graph consisting of a set of Vertices and edges is said to be 
If and only it any node in It is reachable from any 
L. other.	 A subRrpI of any graph Is defined as consisting of a subset of 
-	 : vertices with all the edger between then retained.
	 A	 jg	 _____ 
onnected (U.S.C.)	 irech is a strongly canected aubgrsih that includes 
all possible nodes cthich are strongly connected with each other.
	 van 
a connectivity matrb: of a graph, all its MS.Co eubiraphs can be 
determined simply by well known mothods [ia].
	 A given program graph can 
L--.
be	 by replacing each of its M.S.C. aubgraphs by a single vortoc e4 
retaining the edges connected-between these vortices and others. After the 
reduction, the x2ic4 gragbg will not contain any strongly connected 
components in them. 
The paragraphs s	 hIcb £stloz will describe the sequence of operations 
• needed to prepare for parsitel p cceoth	 in is
	 ltLpr coasar o uputer a 
program written for a uniprocess-ar machinee
	 it should be pointed out that 
some of the indicated operations can be performed Mmultanoou&ly during 
compilation or assembly.
	 •	 •	
•	 •	 • •/• 
1.	 The first step is to derive during compilation the program •	 -J 
graph which identifies Ohe cequence in thich the computational tacks era 
executed.	 The program graph is represented in the computer by Its'
 •,•.. connectivity v,trix.
	 An example of such a graph is shcn in Figure 12(e).. 
V. • 2.	 By an analycia of the connection mstrht, the ixtt31trong1y •• 
connected componcntg are derived by slplo
	 This typo of : • 
-•
compcnent is Illustrated by tasks c end o in Figure 12(n).
	 each UaNIMS1 
strongly connected ccspncnt (cubgraph) is next caneierei as a single 
I task, and the now graph, called the reduced or condensed graph, is
	 • • 











condensed version of the program graph does not contain any strongly 
coonected components, i..., it has no loops. 
3. From an input-output analysts of each task, it can be determined 
•	 if soon tasks can be performed in parallel. If two tasks exist in which 
the input parameters of one are not a ftzct1cst of the output partera of 
the other, and vice versa, then by definition the two tasks can be executed 
In parallel • Thus fran the input-output set analysis of the to..ks, the 
Previously obtained reduced graph Is transformed into a gAmIlgi,
	 gr,ph 
which indicates parallel tasks* lhoraas the reduced graph
	 -a only 
pereiosib1e transitions betwem tska, the p.raflel taak graph gives 
consideration to the input-output relationships between tasks. In this 
latter graph two or more branches onanat fog from a single vertex represents 
a PORK operation, and the conjunction of two or more branches into a vertex 
Is equivalent to a JOIl! operation -6 Figure 13 Illustrates the parallel task 
graph for the progras graph of Figure 12. 
4. From the connectivity satriz of the parallel task grph, the 
sequences in thIch the tasks zust be performed are determined * The 
method used to determine;Mich tasks eon be perforeed in parallel uses the 
óoutecttvfty matrix of the final fore of the program graph and the process 
of "precedence partitions" [193. Th . method uses a sari., of eliminations 
(partitions) of columns (and corresponding row v) in the matth dch 
contain only r.eros. Wonever more than ens c*luzm can be reWVed fron the 
matrix during a given elimination, the taeca represented by the nod. 
names of the eliminated coltna can be wiecuted In parallel. The series 
Of eliminations used to determine the parallel procoesabie taAP in the 
example are illustrated in Figure 14.
	 -- -	 J/-_•• - - -. 
2	 •---	 - ' 
-	 -
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Figure 12.	 Graphical Pmproomtetfcm of  
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4	 *- 33 4 
Reference to Figure 14 indtcaes that
 during th, first step only 
node a Is elininsted; the second step elivdnst..s node b; during the third
I 
iteration nodes c and d are e1ti8ntcd; the faerth iteration elietnates 
nodes e and f; the fifth iteration cUodnates node g. Thus the precedence 




precede be which in turn precedes the tasks (c,d) which can be done 
in parallel, etc.
	 .	 • .	 . 
F abc deL g. 
a	 I -G----e---4---o----e--- 1	 S 
	











Precedence Partitions. [(a), (b), (c,d), (e 9f), (g)J 
	
• --	 Figure l4w, Precedence Partitions of 'h.Proraat Graph of Figure 128 
	
3.2 A EPURAN EmIlea Iiz _______	 .-•.	 . 
As Pont loned in the introductory chapter, prvgrsng
 erittan In 
FORTMN readily lend themselves to investigatiun of para1el processing 
teclmiques. In order to determine, the degree of applicability of the 
aethod described in the prevjua section, it Ums decided to appiy the  
aethod to a sample FORTRM prograa. This was accomplished bj vrittnga
I
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program	 osa input consists of a FC!RN	 ce progras; its output 
• consists of a listing of the tasks within the source program thch can be 
executed in parallel.	 The program written to accceplish this parallel j 
task detection is known in its final form as a FQRAN Parallel Task 
RecognIzare 
The rocogidter, also viftten in VORTRAZ, does not investigate the 
-,
actual structure of the source program language.
	 Instead it relies on 
indicators generated by the way in which the progran is actually rttta, 
as suggested by Berstein [3].




Because the r'ight4tand side of the cecond expreosice does not contain a 
7parameter generated by the coutatLon which Immelazely precedes it 
the tee c
	 ut•ticz&s ow be accopilthed in parallel.	 It, on the ether h 
hand, the epreccion were resrittan as ahoin below, the termination of 
the I iret: co'xtati	 wuld have to precede the initiation of the second. 
xlm. g	 - 
-	 2Ll4C	 • 
-.
•1 The key to thc date
	 nation of th essential ordering, of ceo, 
Is the preseece of the equality sign in each of the ereasions..	 is 
effect, the-right-hand aidee of the second equality=at be Cs 
-red to - 
the "left-hand side 	 of the first equality. • 
Although the Implicit indicator here..
-the equality otg-ie recdily 
-	
• ap?arent, other (thh perhaps boo obumone) indicators exist in ether •	 • 


















' TT TT TT .-: 
sugee1(m Is stilt pre3tt.
	 The	 ara1eeers within the paxt!lthesea in the 
t.tent above must be cared to the ouute of preceding statements In 
order to dettradne e aectlal order. Thus X md T in b1s statsecnt are 
Wright-haWN Parameters, An Identical arguamnt holds for :- P5j$ 
ststeaits	 .
S PkflTr LOG, z,y . 
The READ	 - - m.	 L_	 -- -	 -	 -
-. I
L
 %Ma '% uur nano, consists	 entirely of 
"left-hand" .
 Paramterse This Quasi that imlesi, the READ stateint is the 
successor of a cdltjcj or the arpllcit successor of * xleuo statt, 
It can he 
executed coocirrontly with ny statt that does not xeçuire its 
parameters with the exception of another lEAD at&t-z. 
A. a a tino CALL statftv3at may consist ttIraly of "right-bind" 
vsri*blea, or itsay ccntaI2 "right-hand" and "left-hind" variables. 
Coosj4,r the esqu





The IMPlicatian here is th*t Z30f011,1}. Thus in a ramar analogous to 





The 00 etett is Iqus In that It does not cctm1a any pars-
asters nor does It of I telf ganerste any peraaster. The repeated eartee 
Of stateatg exerated as a result of the 00 Sq.8taismt fen a 
hov.r, and due to the trao coo3idsrst100 gie earlier, all of the
 
st.tantp within a loop are considered as a single vertex In the reduced 
flow chart of acotatfoo process. This cditjoo Is also made 
fl*c"saxy because the rules of PUETR4I reqlxe t&t a 00 loop be antarod 
tly through the W 4tat . t. Stteeeatg within a Xi' loop, baasver, can 
4 
\• 
V1 ,	 •'- .,-.	 ..	 '.4
. #%	 •_,...	 - ,	
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be exeminad for inherent paralliiltam in a imtmr piieilar to that applied to 
statentta outside of a DO loop..
	 •. 
becau.* it was necessary to place at initial upper band an the
ocope of this project, the recognizer in its present form possess.s certain 
limitations. Thus only a subset of the ontire FORTRAN aubset is considered 
for recognftlon.. As at example, the GO TO instruction is not part of the 
subset of instructions that are recognized. This is not to say that the 
recognizer dose not permit trafer operations altogether, since the three'. 
branch ertthztic IF ntatt is at acceptable torn. IF statementat 
however, war theeelves g.norate loops vithin the program. To eliminate 
the.e loops it 90UId be necessary to ataly. the cectivity matrix in 
the mamter tt toned earlier before beginning the process of preoed*nc. 
pertit2ais. The recognizer doss not presently perform this analysis. 
If it is deteri!ned, that to ebrootinso cat be axwutad 
concurrently, no consideration Is given to the feet that both y access 
memory 1=ations established by CCt4tt4 or flUIVAI2h7. atetswmtts. 
•	 The recognizer a.sss that stataveor.s within the source program 
are written correctly according to the rules of YOThA1. Thus the absence 
of a conu Idiatly after the format statement number in a PXIT 
statsmnt, for exsl, would cause the recognl g.r to eliminate that
	
•-
 statement from the recognition procasse
 
Sam limitations were placed an the recognizer marely to simplify 
programming sad to mks it re nen&eabl. In terms of m cry requirements. 
Thus the inpt program cat hawe no more than 99 ocutable statements, mad 
- no stat.aent cat haw more that tour 0rigbt4atd° or !1ehg " parameters. 
The recognlest cot accept Imbedded blm*a within a etateumot, nor will 













for.. Souree program statont numbers may be one to fire digits in longth1 
but .
 the statement number must terminate in column fi on the punched card 
representing.the source program statement. 
The assumptions and limitations listed above ore not all inclusive. 
An attempt will be made to list as meny of these liwitatons as possible 
In subsequent paragraphs as the recognizer is discussed in detail. 
•	 3.3 Ih?(fl 2C Qr,arttton 
The recognition process consists of three phases. In Phase Is 
the program statements are ec,epted by the recognizer one at a tineo the 
first consideration made after this READ operation is the determination of 
ith.th.r or not the ctat.ent is ozcctabl.. This is done by comparing the 
statement type to the standard types acceptod by the r.eogniar. A 
szary of the ritatevient typos accepted by the recognizer is given bolo 
[
FORM	 DO 
REAL	 ' 'READ 






In addition, the recoMizer recognize will accept comment car" and all-blank cards. 
A. each exacutable atsteoit la road, it to analyzed for °rtht-
hand" and "l.t t-bind" variables as suggested earlier. As the vziabloe 
within the statement are obtained, they era placed In tables containing 
imrlabl.s only of the some kInd, i.e., "righ-hcM" or "lsft .htnd". An 
important distinction Is made depending on uhafter or not the. ststsnt is 




 placid in the son table an a "left*band" vsgigble outside of a DO 
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loop.	 Thus depending on its location within a proaa, a variable can, be 
placid In one of four tables. 
V 
The location of a variable within a table Is determined by the
Executable Statement Number (ESN) assigned to the statenent containing the 
variable at the time the statement is read. The tables mentioned here are 
dimensioned (50 x 7). All variables of the aaae type within a satsasnt will 
occupy the sane line but different colus of a particular tablo. 
An exaple of what baa been discussed here is given below. Assume 
that the statement shown to the fourth executable etatomant which has been 
read. Assume further that the statezmnt is not located with a DO loop. 
The entries in the appropriate tables are ahoen below the stat.ant. 
Xl a A.B*(C_D) - 
LEFT-HAND TABLE OUTSIDE DO
	
RIGHT-HAM TABLE OUtSIDE DO
--1 
1 
--V	 •---•	 •. 
The first colui in each table corrspocdz to the ntuiber of entries 
which have been mede In that tibia. The second colui contains the 
ixacutabl. Staten.nt Number *
 The third coluan contains the number of
	
V 
variables contained in that entry. Coltms 44 Contain the actual
	
V 
variables; they correspond In number to the entry In coltnm 3. 
/	 The DO statement gancratos an entry In a table mblch records the 
S	 -V
3	 - V--,•
,.-	 r v''	 y"c	 r- r 
-
'I 
.i	 •	 1	 p
--?4.	 S	 -,	 *	 F 
F	 -	 S 
-*-r.n.t'..zc a,.-*ta1Fr.,fl	
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limit of the DO loop, I.e.,  the statement number. The IF statement also 
generates entries in a table which records the statement numbers of the 





In addition, the address field of each executable statement to 
scanned to determine if It is a possible successor of an IF statement or 
the limit of a DO loop. , When a match is found, the ESN of the statement 
under study is entered in the appropriate table. 
Throughout this READ process, non-executable statements are Ignored. 




point the recognizer to ready to begin Phase I1 of the recognition procoes--
generation of the connectivity matrix. A flow chart of Phase I of the 
recognition process i s shown in Figure 139 
The goal of the recognizer during :he second phase is the generation 
of the connectivity matrix of the source pogrem. This is accomplished by 
analyzing the variables in each of the Lout tables generated during Phase I. 
In general, variables in the -'rIght-hand" tables are compared to entries 
in the Uleft..,l.t4C tables. When a match is found, a
	 is entered at the 
appropriate point in the connectivity matrix. 
The key to this matching process is the executable statement 
number. An entry in a erighe_handl table 4l1 not be compared to an entry 
In a "left-hand" table when the ESN of the latter exceeds the ESN of the 
former. The reasoning here is that a "right-hand" entry cannot affect the 
statements which succeed it in the aequenti.l process.
	
. 
(For the sake of convenience and brevity, the terms "right-han&'
 
and "left-hand" will be written as RH and Lii, respectively, throughout the 
remainder of this discussions)
 
The unique-structure of DO loops create an additional important 
................................................................................ 
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consideration during Phase II. Recall that a RH variable may exist 
within a Do loop or outside of -a DO loop. For this reason It is naces gar	 j 
to compare RH " riables to variables in both LII teblea. 
If a RH variable within a DO depends on the outcoma of a state 
int which precedes the DO statement, the entry in the ctectivity matrix 
As from the statement containing the LU variable to the DO statement and 
not to the statement containing the RH variable. Similarly, if a RH 
variable outside of a 30 loop depends on the outcome of any statement 
within a DO block, the entry in Sj Is from the-DO statement to the state-
ment containing the Eli variable and not from the ststemnt generating the 
required outcome. In effect, then, an entire DO loop is considered as 
either a predeceaocr or rccessor of a particular statement. This is in 
line with the graph policies presented earlier. 
This consideration may produce a disparity, hover, iian the tts 
comes to implement the parallel proceasable blocks generated by the
	
'--
recogni tsr. For example, if a source program contains tvin executable 
statements fifteen of which are contained within a DO loop, a high degree 
of potential parallelism is lost if the stftemonte within the DO are not 
:-
 
themselves considered for possible concurrent execution. For this reason, 
in addition to the overall connectivity matrix, the recogniser will 
generate a matrix for each DO block and output the components of the block 
which may be executed In parallel. In its present ferm i, the recognizer 
ll not accept more than five DO blocks nor will it recognize imbedded 
DO's, i.e., a DO within a DO.
	
.	 • 
A final consideration important to the mathing procaral is created  
by the IF statement. If the successors of an IF statement located within
	 •	 , 
•	 -	 -	
•' 
a DO loop are also located within the loop, no complications art... Thm	 • 
wl-
•	 . -	 . ,,.,	 -	
•-.,	 -	 • '.--• -	 -	 .	 -,	 -	 •	 •	 •	 •.	 •-	
•. - • f'	 .. 
4 
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relationship between the IF statenmtt and its successors will be reflected 
in the connectivity vitr1x for that DO loop. It, an the other hand, a 
possible successor of this IF etatozent is located outside of the DO, then 
their relationship viii show up in the iatrii for the overall program. 
If it is detorulnod that for a given program N teaks can be 
initiated simultaneously and cae of these tasks is & SUCCeSSOr of an IF 
statement, then the concurrent execution of all N tasks may not be 
psrlaajble. Only those tasks within the block ihlch could norivally 
follow the successor of the IF etatenent can be executed in parallel. The 
• flow chart for Phase II of the recognition proceec is shorn in Figure 169 
Phase III of the recognition pt-case is devoted I!o the generation 
of the perallol proceecable tshs vithin the soco progr. This is 
accecplicho2 by performing procedmse partiticna on the camcetivity 
matrices generated in Phao II. Precedence prxtitiate were diceuased in 
the first section of this chapter.
	 - 
The output to in the Com of a list of blocks *
 Each black cctetne 
the ctateret numbers f the stetonts within the program thich can be 
executed concurrently.
	
-	 -	 - 
Appondin B of this paper contains an enarp1e which Illustrates 
In detail the mthod dicousced bore. Apponix £ contains a complete F02T1N 




Thin chapter hoe in educed a tathed- for recogni ging piareiloiicn 
an a global level • The mthcd has born £rrplomztcd. in the tars of a 
FOflTRAN recagnicar. On a limited basis, et least, it has bca ehaun that 
the method of - precedence p titiens can be occessfutly cloed to
)
	4	 4	 ... 
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•4	 determine parallel processable tanks within a coutaticnol proëiss. The 
recognir1.r itself possesses both major and minor limitations which must 
be eliminated before the recognition techniques used here can be applied 
to progrsms ire complex in nature than the example program.
	 -• 
Some of the limitations of the recognizer can be eliminated quite
 
•	 easily. Recognition of a more complete set of 1?ORTRA1 instructions, for 
example,, can be accomplished during Phase I by simple expansion of the 
recognition process. The generation of the connectivity matrix during 
Phase 11, however, would be se5sithat more complicated because of the many 
types of loops and branches which can be created by several instructions
	 • - 
In the FORTRAN set,	 • 
In order to eccozsxdate a source program which has mare than 99 
executable statements, it would be necessary to expand the size of the 
•	 appropriate tablee Similar action would also be necessary to accommodate 
executable stateacnts with more than four "right-hand" or "Left-hand" 
parameters. 
Because FORTRAN subroutines are compiled separately, it may be 
desirable to write portions of the main program in the form of subroutines-
• if nsmory limitations ware to become a problem. In its present fom, the 
•	
main program is the largest component of the recognizer program and requires 
	
15568 words in memary.	 ..	 • •	 • •-
--
-	 As was stated earlier, the method of precedence partitions is 
•	
independent: of the source program language. The re'cognitián process, 
however, it based on the language used by the source program. Thus the 
recognizer cannot accept a source program vrittm in a language other than 
FORTRAN. Furthermore, it is not possible to jmplemant * recognition 
Prot which i. independent of the source program languags. 
	
.,	 •-	 •	 ••	 .	 ••	 •.,.T
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-	 '-•	 -	 •-
- 
- -	 -' -- -.	 - 
It to qoite likely, hover, that fORTUM is not the b
	 language 
to use tM ftPlematlAq a recoaftiver pre. Further vnrk In this arv 
VIMY deterutno that a Hat VTOcOrafte luage, for czag lo, wmId be 
considerably asre efficient for work of this nature. 
?Iore bzportce, however, is a need to dterMno the bzteftts 
accrued, ft any, by applying thoas techniquog to thz fwtdantal j 
problem--the reduction of total processing time*
	 Before this typo of 
Information can be obtained, it will be necessary to e1e eivativ 
easureonto in a
	 or eii4lar to that proposed by Russell rd Estrin 
(25).	 It is not cob to=rely dterino that tuo tasks cm be oxecuted 
ccncurrttly; it=wt be 2atcrctnd	 ethor or not this concurrent 
execution Will actually resulit in
	
sfficict stillsat ica ef gyez 
resources.	 •	 - 
The ccncot of parallel prcccstng cm be -easily deendcd an 
Intuitive basis.
	 Proof of Its actual worths) hsier, ic wMh b.ardar to 
obtain. That parallel proceasing Will play a vital role in the future of 
iofotten procesiug cennot be deniedo
	 h tiok reins ta be dso 
before It can live up to Ito prazdce,
S 
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•	 The RecogIzer Program--Flow Charts And Listing 
This Appendix Includes a ecp1ete listing of the recegniser pregra 
and acccanying floe charts. The listing begins run page 73 
Definitions of zone of the teportsnt tersw and variablc nas used 
In the tlov charts and the recogsiser progr are gtvn below*
	
0
NEST - Table	 ich records the executable statement type. 
NVBSN - Table uhich stores ezecuteble statest nber &nd type.
 
NES - Table h1th stores the etcib1e staonts and their 
assigned number.	
- NL)DO - Table in chich LU varle',lea oucLde of a DO loop are 
stored. 4 NLRO - Table in 'Ithich Ui variables within a DO Y.-op are stcacd. 
•	 1PJO .. Table In sEhich RH variables ootri!de of a DO Leap sr 
stored. 
IMHMO - Table in which IUI variables within a DO loop are stored.
-: 
NTA	 Table which reeds the address sad ctstt nvbr of a DO loop lizt.
	 - 
ICABIF -
 Table W2dth records the address sad stet rnnber of IF 
-	 statet sesssora.	 .	 - ..• 
NC - The cextecUvity matrix for the ovral I source prers. 
'NCI - Ccznect!vity matrices for each DO loop within the so== 
program *	 . 
•
	
MS - Torary store for each source prcrer ctat€st. 
- Table tMch contains acceptable oecutsbie ctatezt types. 
NMQX - Table uhich contains acceptable ie
	 iecubble statt - 
typos.  
TEST, NX, M19 K	
- Table	 lch contain conatts for top
	 rd 
-	 V 
•	 ES	 - !zecutble ststsrse nbar.
 
NDO - Detcrtlnea if varisbies are to be stored in tables for cri-
bios within a DO loop or outside of a DO loop.	 -	 -.• 
-	 NLHW - Index for KUDO.
 
NLKO - Indo for IKDO. - 
NRHU 	 Int for N1O.
• - -
	 NEED	 Index for IMMM.
 







V	 NTIF - Indot for NTABIF.
V . 
- -, -	




V	 NP? - Table vic* contains the psraflol proec
.ssabae o28nte of t 
GOLWCO -	 Pr'Sr'Q.	 V	 . .•	 •.	 V	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -.	 - -	
1'-: 
\ 
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ZSL 2flir4r Subroutthu 
- Listed hero are all the Subroatines Used by the 
•	 £ brief ststeent ca the twvo.e and Peculiarities of 
- accai,gnI.s each Subroutine listed.
	 - 
•Subroutine )0	 . 
• I
This S	 is accessed sry tias a 00 stst.t within the 
source pro,ra In read by the roaor. The prisary prpos. of this 
loco-
__ 
zubroutie is to	 the limit of the DO loop as 11tt* in the DO
4- 
-.	
-- st.t.s*	 Scwing begin., with colw.i 10 and stops tâszt a blmk oolas 
Is encountered,,	 A character other than a b1IIk after the loop lial t will
05 





The ptrrpoae of this subroutine is to record vsjieblso as Input by 
the LEAD stati. Tb. subroutine begins a act of the input atetot 
with colwm Up bat no variable is axpoetod mell the Comm afterthe 
input forast statiut ntr has bem reognigad. Scsntn Is 009)lSted 
after the entire tard containing the READ statement has been read. 
Subroutine HVAL	 - 
This subroutine c&a mly .be called from me of the ether subrcutna. 
Its fiactIco is to take * uod tranasitted by the calling subroutine 
iht-justify the variables found therein and rotur* the variables to the 
- coiling subroutini. NVA& has the capebility Of 5CC*tlfl$ vstIabl•ti Ihich 
begin in ewe word and terwlnat, in an adjacant word. The p.sa Of
	 - 
r .juatifytog the variables within $ I*d to based en 1atrctia 
tranzwtt*4 by the chilling asbroutts.. This inforastici& includas the --





.	 j...-,	 .	 ..	 •,..	 .	 .	 ...•	 . 
•	 .	 . .	 .	 ..• 
48 
number of character, In the variable name mid the location in the 
trangrdtt•4 im'rd at uhich the variable terminates,
	 -. • 
Subroutine UF
	 . • 
The purpo,e of this subroutine is to record the variables used in 
17 statements and to record the successors of I? statsta.	 Although : 
scanning begins with column 9, th. presence of a variable in not ezp.ct.d 
until the leading left WMthesis has been detected.	 The search for . 
variables ceases when the rightmost right pawtheat	 Is found. At that 
Point the search begins for the successors of the IF ttatament. 	 A 
character other than a blank between the rightmost right parenthsaio and 
the first dIgit of t:.a first succeasor will cause the scan to atopt a 
dIanostfc will be Issued.	 The scanning process will normally cease i4len 
a blank is next sncoIg*sr..
	 Thus there should be no Ibddttd blanks
	 . 





Tb. ,urpose of this oubroutiac Is to record the variable •. nsms . 
Issued In the flINT etatanent..
	 The serrcs for the variables jc•	 -. • 
begin until after the C*wmafter the output format statent nimibar has 
been encountarede
	 Thesearch continue* until a blank after the variable
	
. 
list Is found. .	 ..	 .	 . ._ .	 .	
. 
,r .. .	 . . 
•	 .	 .
-. 3ubroutlna	 LL - 
-.
 
This subrouftno records the news of the parg sters Ieued In the
 
CALL statsmmot	 In addition t raGWISIOS th
 vs z,bl. nimas, th.
	
- 
subroutine moat Ilso determine ubethgr they are right-ha6 or left-hand
	 • - F 
vaziebl.s. Thi, is aocelin









; \•	 -	 ---.	 -
Ii 
•	 variable fl*5 found in both left-hand tables. If a watch is found, the 
variable Is labelled of a right hand var!b1e. If no mtch is found, it 
is asst.d that the variable was generated within the called subroutine* 
Consequently, it 1s libelled as a left-hand variable. 
The search continu. e until after the blank after the rlghtiiost 




This subroutine is called ttianov.r an arithtio atatee!tt Is found
I 
In the source prograa. )AE daecta the variables an both aides of the 
equality sign and labels them accordingly. The subroutine deterwinss that 
:- -	 the and of a variable name has been reached ihan it encounters a spacial 
•
	
	 char4lctar. This character will ;lo initilte the start of a search form 
new variable. The starch ccneinuaa zflhl a blank is fouid. 
:'	 • 
•	 •	 -	 •., 
14f
figure 17. rio, DI&Vax of














































1ri ''	 jNr(ESN)..Al 
-p1 NDOSItE21	 +j CALL Mo 
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DATA (EX(I)911,7)/0417000000000000e, 2205010400000000139 





DATA(TET I eI1,11)/77o0000000000000, 7777000000o000008, 
•	 177777700000000008, 77777777000000003 9
 777777777700000089 
277777777777700008, 7777777777777759 777777777777777789 
318	 777777777777B# 55,.25555513-5$50/ 
DATA (NM(f).11,5)/77R,77778,7777770,77777777,.77.77"17777p/ 
•	 DATA (N(J),1-'1,8),77OQO0O0OoO000 B. 770000000000008. 
17700000000008, 77000000008, 77000000B9 7700000, 
277006, 7713/ 
DAT-(MX( I • 11 e81/100000000000000B, 10000000000008, 
1100')O0000008, 1000000005 9




TYPE INTEGER BLANK,EXoEXT,TEST	 - 
00 50 11,99 
•	 NET(I)BLANK  
SO CONTINUE	 - 
DO 52 J1,2	 -' 
00 51 11999	 V	 V 
51 NTARESN(f,J) rBLANK	 - 
52 CONTINUE	 V	 - 
DO 54 j1,11
	 V	 - 
DO 53 I s I999
	 -'- •• 
•	 NE$(I,J)-BLANK
 53 CONTINUE  
54 CONTINUE	 V	 V	 - 





.	 •/	 V	 . .	 V 
•	 NLHW1)0(I,J)BLANg  





DO5RJ-1,7	 V	 :-- 
• 	 V 




















• 	 V • 
V 	 •V	 - 	 •V,•	
•V	
• 	 •V ' V	 ''	
-	 V	 • 	
V	











00 6(1 J194 












62 CONTINUE	 - 
DO 64 J1.99 













65 CONTINUE	 - 
66 CONTINUE 
W ga Jiio 







•	 C READ NEXT SOURCE PROGRAM STATEMENT 
70 READ 20009(NIS1IP9Ii1,10) 
2000 FORMAT(R699R8)  
C CHECK FOR END
	 .	 •• 
NISTNIS(2)	 -. 






C CHECK FOR AN ALL-BLANK ChRD 
72 00	 73	 I2.,10	 --	 .






.74 CONTINUE  
• 78 KSNKSN+1  
001070	
. 
C CHECK FOR COMMENT CARD
	 •	 •.-:-
75 NISTNIS(1.)	 .	 -	 ..••	 -.	




•	 -:-	 • -•	 • 
NIST-NIST/MX(3)
	
•	 -	 •	 .	 -	 .	
.-•:	 - • NISTL NIST.ANf.N()	 -
- IF : ( P4!ST0EO.EXT(3))74,76
	
•	 -.	 •	
-•.	 .	 •	 • 















C	 CHECK FOR FORMAT IN COLS. 7-12 
77 UII.NI5(2' 
MI5T.415T.ANr.rE$r() 
IF (M 1 ST .EO. NONFX( 1) ) 74 ,80 
	
C	 CHICK FOR REAL IN COLS. 7-10 
Rn -NfSTrNIS2 
4?t..UT tV AIJI.	 s 
- FlU	 I S



































• C	 CHECK FOR IF 
204 MISTeNIST.AND.TET(2) 
IF (MIST .EO.EX ( 3) ) 240 9205

	




.	 .	 . . 
	
C	 CHECK FOR CONTINUE 
206 M1STNISTIAND,TEST(8)	 - 
IF (MIST.E0,EX(5))260,207 
	
C	 CHECK FOR CALL 
207 MI$TraNIST.AND.TEST(4) 
-	 IF (M5T.EO.EX(6)2709280 
	
C	 STATFMENT IS A DO 
220 NflO u 1	 - 
NEST(KESN)ExT(1)  
NDOSzKESN  
• - NTDO.NTDO+1 
•	 CALL MDO(NTD09NIs,NTABDO,NERR9KESN) 
300 NTABESN(KESN.1) a KIZSN	 .	 .. 
IFNTA3iF(1,1),EQ.EILANK)74,34O 
	















i'0 365	 I.1,NTIF 
IF(NTABIFNTIF,1)sEO.BLANK)749362 












GOTfll4	 .0•	 -S 







C LOOK FOR MATCH BETWEEN ADDRESS
	 . . 
C FIELD OF KESN AND DO LOOP LIMIT	 - 
236 19

















































. . S•	 • 
GO.T0300  
C STATEMENT IS AM I 
240 NEST(KESNExrt3)  








yn 236	 0 SS 





0	 •.	 . 
CALl. MPRII4TN1WPH09NRHWDO,NRHOD09KESN,N!S,NX,MX, .5 0 1NMXvND09ME

















C	 STATEMENT Is AN AC OR A REPLACEMENT	 S 
280 NEST(KESNuEx(7 
CALL. MAE(NRHO,NLHO,NRHW,NLHW,NRH000,NLHODO,NRHWDO, 











GO TO 500 
C	 STATEMENT NUMBERS 500-999 COMPRISE PHASE U 
500 CONTINUE 






DO 2O5 J'1.KESN 
•	 PRINT 20309tNTA6E5N(JI),I1,2) 
2035 CONTINUE 
PRINT 2040 








PRINT 2065	 . 
•	 00 2070 J,N1HO 
PRINT 2075e(NLHO00(J9I)9!l97 
2070 CONTINUE	 •. 






DO 2085 J1,P4RHO	 S	 S 
PRINT 20,(NRHODOJ,I),t17,  
2085 Ct)NINUE
 
PRINT 2090	 55	 5	 ••• 
	
• 'POINT 2065




- 	 - 	 .S	 :.. 
• •
	 PRINT 207 9 (NLHwDO(J,I),Ii ',7)	 '• 
r	 2092 CONTINUE	 - 
PRINT 2094 
S	 • 	 • 	 . . .... . -.	 • 	 S
•	 . .. u-. .	 -.	
.-	 .	 '.-•	 ,- •	 .	 •	 •.,	 ,.	 ..	 .•..	 .	 -...'..	 •	
-	 I	 • 
'
- -.
	 :;--	 ;....-	 •----. 
•'-	
-. •' '











.-,	 .fl -	 .-	 "-.	 . •	 -	 .•I --	 - :..-............_..........	 .	 •
-: ..	 - -. ..-.	 -.	 - 
•	 -i	 -• 
•	 •.	 .	 .	 - -•-	 •	
.	 t
•	 . 	 . 	 ..	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 .
7$ 
-	 PRINT. 2063	 .	 .	 .. 
DO 2096 J19MRHW	 • 
PRINT 2075,(NRHwr)o(J9I),I-1,7) . 
2096 CONTINUE	 .	 .	 . 
2010 r0RMATUH1'THE EXECUTABLE STATEMENTS OF THE SOURCE'. 
1' PROGRtMø ,,X,ANf) THEIR STATEMENT NUMBERS ARE', 
2' LISTED BFLOw.',fl	 . 
2020 FORMAT(IH 9129R60RR 
2025 FORMAT(1H192x,NTA8ESNe,/,3x,'(1) (2)') 
200 FORMAT(1H 914041	 .	 . . 
2040 FORMAT(1.H1,17X*NTABIF,,,,*(1) (2) (3) (4)'9 
(5)	 (6)	 (7)	 (810) 
2042 FORMAT(1H ,!2,1X9I2.1X,(R4,1X)3(1A,1x)) 
2050 FORMAT(1H 9//,7X9NTA8DO',/,1X,*(l) (2) (3)
	 (4)') 
2052 FORMAT(IH 92t12,2X)9R6,1X,I4)	 . .
2060 FDRMAT(IH1.16X,*NLHODO. 
2065 FORMAT(1H '(1) (2) (3)
	 (4)	 (5) .	 (6)	 171'1 
2075 FORMAT(1HO,3U2,2X)94(R7,1x)) 
20O F0RMAT(1H1,16X.NRHODO) 
2090 F0RMAT(1H1.16X,*NLWDO*)	 .	 . 
2094 FORMAT(1HI916X,*MR1WD0*)	 .
NI") S NTCeNTIFO 
502 !F91TABE5N(N1,1).EO.BLANK)5o4506 




310 IF(NTADESN12)EQsEXT(2))5O452O 	 . 
• 520 IF(NTABESMI2)0EO.EXTt3))8009522 
522 IF(NTABEsN(N192).EO.tXT(4))8Oo524 




350 PRINT 2100,Nl,(NTABE$M(N11),Il,2) 
F-	 2100 FORMATt1HI,'PPS WAS UNABLE TO DETECT ONE OF THE STANDARD'. 
)/,' FORMS IN THE TABLE OF EXECCTABLE STATEMENT NUP4BtRS*. 
21 ,'NI' 13 .'NTABESN( N1,1)
	
II3*NTABESN(NI .2 ) •	
.
 
GO TO 1999 
C	 STATEMENT IN THE 600S AND 700S ARE USED TO 
C	 ANALYZE SOURCE PROGRAM STATEMENTS WITHIN A DO LOOP. 
•	 600- N2NTABEsNN1,1) S NSO $ NTCNTC+I S NPOcPlPWaNPT1NPT20 
610 N4O S NKI $ N1N141
	 - 
612 IF(NTABESN(Nl,1).EQ.BLANK)614,616 
614 N1NI+1 S GO TO 612 •
	 •.	 .	 •	 • -• 
•	 616 NNTA1ESN(NI,1)	 •-	 • 
NS*NS+1	 -	
.	 -•.	 -	 . 
•	 618 N4N4+1 5 N3 wN81 S N6N3 
C	 COMPARE KESN OF DO STATEMENT TO
 





1%	 I	 I	 ' I'	 'J I"P	 -	 -.	 S	 S -	
- 
620 IF(NRt4iDO S,2-N3672,626,672	 • - •-	 -	 -. -
	
• 
626 IFNLH0DON4,2).GE.N2)6509626	 • -	 - S •
	 •	 - 
678 N7.N3016 $ N10NR4149
	 .	 -	 -	 S	 •	 -	 -	 . •	 - 
C	 COMPARE RHV WITHIN DO TO LHV OUTSIDE DO
	
• --- -..	 •	 ••.	
• •-- V 
IFtNRHWDOCN,N7).EONLHOO(N4,N1O))630,632
	





- • : 
-	 --	
-	













•1•.	 .	 •:	 -	 .	 - 
'S .	 '	 ••	
.5. 







•.:'-.	 •.-. ... 
.* ?tn.. .r	 ..	 ....-,.
— 
NCtN11,N2)-1	 .	 79 
G01r618	 .•	 .	 . 
632 I F (NRHWDO(NS3)aGT.N534,6
. 6	 .• 
634 N5N3+1 S GO TO 628	 S.. 












64 N5NRt1 $ N6iN9*
	
•	 ,.' —S. 
N10'N8+P49  
66 N7N'+N6	 .	 .•	 .	 . 










NN+1 S GO 10 e6	 •.	 ..





68 N)PP#1 t Go To 650 






64 N4N4+1 S N5NR TCi S N6'N93 
676 NiOP48+N9
	
.	 .	 ..	 .. 
678 NiN4N6	 .	 . .	 .	 • . 
60	
. 





	 .	 . . . 
60 N &N+1.$ GO YO 678	 .• S	 . S. 




GENERATE ENT R IES IN NTC 4ATICs
	
•	 .



















	 11N31 .	 .	 .	 5.. 
•	 6010718
	 . 
712 IFtNTCEO.4)7'l6	 . •	
. S 	 .. 
714 NC4(N1I,N3I!
	











0 IC) 688	 - 





C STORE SUCCESSORS OF IF STATEMENT WITHIN DO 
725 IFCNTABIF(NTIF,NM).GT.NTABDO(NTC,4))726,734 

















C MAKE ENTRY IN NC! FROM IF STATEMENT TO ITS SUCCESSORS 
750 NQ1 
752 IF01 IFWN0,1).EO.8LAN()754 9758 	 - 
•	 754 IFNP.E0.o)504,755 
755 00 757 Ji1.NP S 
DO 756 !),3 
• NtFW(J,LANK 















772 NC2tNA,N1  
0010766	 S 
774 tFIN TT.E03776'flR	 -. . 
776 NCNA081
 
• 1 	 .	 -









782 NC'NA,NR) . l 	 -.	 . 
766 Nt.()+1  
6010752
 
C	 STATEMENTS IN ThE 8005 ANALYZE ALL SOURCE PROGRAM 
C	 FXECT81E STATEMENTS OUTSIDE OF A DO 






-	 I	 •-	 4V5'
81 






812 N 5IrNS+N6	 V 	 V 	 V 	 V 













• • 	 V 	






















V	 842 IF(NT ,8DO(NK32),1T.2)844870
	 V	 -.	 V 
	
V	 44 N6=N41 S N5N8=1 $ t6=N93
	 V	 V 
1F(NLlI\SDOU44 9 2) . FQ.BLA N)87o,845
	
••	 VV V 
845 1F(Nt D0(44 ,2).1T.t42)846,870
	
V	 V 
846 N10P48.-N9	 • 
C	 COMPARiS RHV OUTSIDE DO TO LHV WITHIN DO
	














. 	 V 
864 NM-N841 S N51
	




C	 CHECK FOR IF STATEMENT OLJTSIF DO
	
V 	





872 NTJF=P4 y 1F+1 S NM6
	
V 	









V 	 V 
NIFO ( NPT 1,2) =N1A8IFNTIF,21
	
V 
V • .	 V 	 • 
NtFO tNPT1,3 , NTA8If:NTIF,P
	
V 	 V 	
V 	
V 





V 	 C	 HAKE ENTRIES IN NC FOR SUCCESSORS
	 -	 V 
C	
V OF IF STATEMENT OUTSIDE DO
	
VV	 V 
V 	 9( N01  
V 	








V.V : V 
NBNIFOtN0,3






NONO4-1 S GO TO 951
	 V 	
V 	 • 	
- 	 V 
1000 CONTINUE	 V 	 V 	









• V	 - 	
-. 	










:. 	 -- 	 - VV	
•V 
	
PRINT 1805,J,(NCt p ,I),.,0)
	
- 
1030 CONTINUE	 • -
	 V 	
V 	
• V V	 -. 
V 	 PRINT 1810	
'	 V 	
V 	
V 	 • 	
V 	 V 	
V 
V 	











.----- ---- -. - -	 --,.--- -	
- - 
.'.l-.:.:-
	 •.	 •.	 : ..	 _: -	 .-	 • 
-	










&_._•	 :..	 .....	 ..--.	
.5.	
. --.- - -_• 
• 	 .' 	 • 




K1L'i S K2=OS M2N2 
1040 1=3 1 N=N2+1  
IFCL.GT.t4211070,1051 { toci	 1=1+1	 $ N=N-1	 S 







K1=K1+1 S K?=O 
GOTO1040 
1070 00 1080 J=I,K1 




1072 DO 1074 K1910 
NPPJ,K=0 
- 1fl'4 CONTINUE	 - 
NPP(J.1I=NTABr)Ofl,2 
10	 CONTINUE	 •	 S 
1080 CONTINUE	 - 
PQINT 1090	 •. 
1090 FORMAT(114I,*THE BLOCKS CONTAINING THE STATEMENT NtJMBERS*o 
1* OF T4E*9/ç1X9'INPUT PROGRAM WHICH CAN BE EXECUTED IN-, 
2* PARALLEL ARE GIVEN BELOW C ) • 
DO 1094 J1.K1 
PRINT	 10929(NPP(J,I),I1,1o) 
1094 CONTINUE	 - 
1092 cORMATI1HCt.1ox91015 
1800 FORM4T(1H1920X,*NC*9,5x9*1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0*9 
1*l24S67R90* 
1805 FOR .iAT1H .1392017) 
1810 FO MAT ( IH % , 20X9*NC1,/,5x9*l
	 2 1 4 5 6 7 R '? (1u ,	 -t 
•	 1*1234567R9Ow) 






•	 DIMENSION NTA8DO(594)?10),N{ft4(10),MI7),L(4)9NM(51,N1S(10) 
DATA BLANK/1P / 
DATA ( ? (I),l1.8)I770000000000000 Be
	 770000000000008, 
177000000000089	 77000000008.	 7700000089	 7700003. 
27700R,	 778F 
DATA (MEII.
	 1.5)/lO00O0n0OB.	 10000008 9	 1000089	 100R,	 18/ 
DATA (L(!) 1 0 194)17777777700!,
	 71777700003. '• - 
1770000008 9	 770C0cfl00oR/ 	 S	 • 
DATA(t4M( 1) .!l S)/77B,7777B7777778e77777777R,7777777777BI 
TYPE 1NtEGR BLANK	 .
-	
I: 










































60 IF (K.E0.BLANK)70,65 
65 NFRR=l 
PRINT 1009NTDO9K3,K49K5,5 4 




C LOOP LIMIT HAS BFN READ 
70 GO TO (72974976978)K4 1-. 
77 1(7=4 5.1(8=1 
001080 




78 71 S 1(8=4 














• 99 RETURN,	 -,	 c-
- 




DATA COMMA9LP 9 RP,69SIB 9528,	 •:-.-.	 . 
DATA eLAP4K,558, 








4	 -	 4 
20 NLHW=NLHW+1 
NLHWOO( NLHW, I) F41HW 
NLHWDO(NLHW92)=KFSN 
GO TO 40 
0 P4LHO=NLHO+1 
NLHOI)O(NLHO,l )N1.HO 
PILHO')O( NLHO,2 ) KSN 
40 K311 S K4NPK5=0 
1=1 
00 82 12910 
IF(I.E0.2)41942 
41 v.65 
GO TO 43 
42 K61 
43 DO 80 J=K698 
K=NIS(l) 




C	 CHECK FOR BLANK IN COLUMN K3 




GO TO 80 







GO TO 80 
52 CALL NVAR(N!S9I9K49J,PJv) 
1MK4=0 S GO TO 73 
54 K3K3+1
L-3 










GO TO 80 
66 IF(K.E0.BLANK)64,96 
C	 CHECK FOR END OF VARIABLE 
70 IF(.EO.COMMA)71,78 
71 lF(K4.EO.0)64972 
72 CL N7A9CN!S,!,K49JeNV) 
LMI $ K4=0
- - - 









-.	 •:	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	
- 3	 .,-'-	 I 
p	 _) 












76 NPtNP+1	 S	 . 
	






C	 CHECK FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER IN READ STATEMENT 
go IF(K4.FO.0 .AND.K3.LE.16191947 
91 00 92 1=1,10 
IFIK.EO.NMX(L))93992 
	
92 CONTINUE	 - 
G0T047 
93 K3K3+1	 .	 ., 
L1	 ...	 .	 .. 
601080	 . 





•	 7 82 CONTINUE 
96 PRINT 100,K3,K49K59K69KESN 
NERR=2 
100 FORMAT(IH ,'NO COMMA FOLLOWING RIGHT PARENTHESIS** 
1* AFTER PARAMETER NAME*,1H
	
-: 23HK5= ,12,2X,3HK6=,12,2X,5HKESN,12) 
99 RETURN	 .	 . 
EN 
SUBROUTINE NVAR (NIS.I9K4,J,K) 
DIMENSION NIS(10)9N(8),M(8),NM(7) 
DATA (N(L) .L= 1,8)/77QOOOoQ)00oOoo B. 777700000000000039 
1 l77777O000OOOp, 77777777000000009 9
 777777777700000089 










S .. . .. 
L29-L1	 •	 - -
	
,-	 - 
KNIS(I ) .AHD.N(L2)	 . -- S	
• 	 ' :-. 
KK/M(11)	 S	




-5. .•	 S 





•- -: 25 J1J .	 • 	 S 
601035	 .,	 ••• 
30 J1 =J1	 S	 • 	 - 	 - 	 - - 










.. 	 - 	 . • •.•'.•	 .	 --	 •.	 .	 .• - 
•II	





















KK1.OR.K2	 •	 -	 ... 
99 RETURN	 V. 
FND













NP.HWDO(NRHW 9 2 )"KESN 






50 NTA8!F(NTIF,t) vNTIF	 V	 V 
NTAB!F(NTIF92)KESN	 V 
NP2K4O	 V
K3 u9 % L1 $ K50 S K7eØ 
DO 160 1 s 2e10	 V 
IF(I.E092) .41942	 .	 V 
41 K6r3 
GO TO 43 
42 K601 









V	 V	 V 
C	 LOOK FOR LEADING LEFT PARENTHESIS 
	
V 
44 1F(K.EQ.LP)47 945	 -.	 V 
45 K3K3+1	
-V	 V 
L1	 V	 . 	 V 
G010150	 .	 V	 •V ' 









V 	 V •
	 V 
G0T0150	 :V	 VV	 VVV	 V	
• 	
V 	
••VV	 V	 V 
47K5K5+1	 V	 • 	 • 	 • V V V	 VVV	 V• . VT :. 	 V .: 
• 	 V	
. 	 G0T046	 •	







-L	 .. .!;. A	 - • • •'I, 'I	 r 1	 .. .	 .. . JI • 	 •	 . 
..i	 V 
I
-I	 I	 f	 -,	 ri 
-	 .••••-.	 ••••	 •_.. ..
	 •..	




C	 LOOK FOR A DECIMAL DIGIT IN COLUMN K3 
50 DO 52 N1,1O 
IFIK.EQ.NMX(14)46,52 
52 CONTINUE 
C	 LOOK FOR A SPECIAL CHARACTER IN COLUMN K3 
54 IF(K.EO.MtL46955 
55 IF(K.EO.DtV)46956 
56 rF(K.Eo.Ano)46,57	 • 
57 TF(K.EO.PFR)46,SR 
58 IF(K.F0.SU8)46,59 	 •.	 • 






GO TO 150	 . 
	





C	 LOOK FOR SPECIAL CHARACTER WHICH WOULD TERMINATE
 C	 VARIABLE NAME	 . 
64 !F(K.EQ.MUL)70,65
 
65 IF(K.EODIV)7(1966	 . 
66 IF(K.EQ.ADO)70967 










•	 TF(NflO.E001)72974 	 •	 .	 -	 1,	 • 
•	 71 K5K5+1 
GOTO7O	 S 
•	 72 NRHWDO(NRHW03) .NP	 •	 •	 • 
•	 NRHWDO(NRHw,f4P1)Nv 
G0T076	 •	 .• t"j 
74 NRHODO(NRHO,3)'.NP	 • - 
NRHO0O(NRHO,N pj)NV
	
.	 •	 .	 .	
• 
	
•	 76 IF(K.EO.RP)78146	 A 
•	 78 K3K3+1	 • 
L4	 .	 :,	 • 
0010130	 .	 .	 •	 •, 
	
•	
• • 80 IF(KE08LANK)78,82
	
• 
87 IF(K.E0.RP)78 9 84 	 . 




8e CONTINUE	 . .	 .	 •	
- • 
001046 
C	 SUCCESSOR OF IF STATEMENT HAS BEEN FOUND	 • 
:	 8.8 K4K4+1	 •	 .	 •	 •	 . •	 •.-
K3=K+1 






'I . l• ..	 .	 . .. V.	
7	 -	 •. .	 .	
• 5. ,.	 .	 - • ) 5 .	 0	 * i	 r	
.. 
.	













92 CONTINUE	 - 





97 PRINT 1009KESN9K39K49K6,I,J  
NCRRu3
	 •0	 - 
GO TO 170	 . 
100 FORMAT(1H **CHARACTER OTHER THAN COMMA FOLLOWING', 




















110 K5K5-1	 .'	 . 
IF(K5)7897fl,46	 S	 • 	 . 
	
115 K5K51	 •,-•	 S 
GOTO7O	 - 
150 CONTINUE	 .- .• .. .•	 •. 
160 CONTiNUE	 .	 '	 •: - 


























NRHODOINRHO,2 Ia 5 	 •	 • 0 • 
30 K480 $ K3.12 S K5'NPO S L'I S ke0 S K90 . 
oo 30O-I2,i0	 0•	 , 	 • 	 •• • •	
.• 
IF•tI.EQ.241942	 .. • 


















I'.. 1 , ls • j 5	 ....ç	
.L 'S	
S	 •	
•-•• 's. S 
SIS• -.	 ..	 . 	 -.	 S 













_.	 - ,L.	 -, 
89 44 IF((.EQ9LANK)50935 
fl
1 . 1 -: 
TO 200
• 
C IOOKFOR PRINT FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER 




•	 60 CONTINUE f. 
C LOOK FOR COMMA AFTER STATEMENT NUMBER 
IF ( K. EQ.COM









0	 0 0 
60 PRINT 300.K3,K4,K59KESN S NERR4 
GO TO 400 
500 FORMAT(IH ,*CHARACTER OTHER THAN COMMA AFTER LAST** 
1* DIGIT OF FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER C ,jtj ,3HK30,1292x, 











GO TO 200 
•	 100 IF(K,EQLP)105140 
105 t(5iK5+1











. L6	 .	 .	 - •.	 •-. . 



























134 K3K3+1 0 — 





.,'.'	 ..--•	 - 






-	 .- .- •. -	
- : ....	 -	 -C.	 ...	 .	 .. .	 -- 
_.	 -	 - -
	 -. 
L3	 - - 
GO 10 200 
135. IF(K.E0.BLAN)350,10 
140 IFtK.EQ.COM )145,150 
145 K7-J $ .t41 
GOTO13O 
10 !FIK.E0.BLANK)155-150 
155 KAtl $ K7J $ Mt 
6010130	 -	 - 
	
160 K33+1	 :-
K4 .K4+1 $ L4 
6010200 
• 200 CONTINUE 
300 C0TINuE 
350 1F(Y9.E0.1)375,400 
375 K6 u l





DIMENSION NRH000(5O,7) NLHOD0(3O7) ,NRHDOSO7), 
INLHWDO( SOe7) NX 1O vMXt 1O P4MXt 1ONISU0 
DATA BLANKC0M,LP,RPr5-F,5,528I 
DATA NBLAM1555555555555553/ 
















30 K314 $ K4 980 $ NPRNPiit0 $ 11 $ N1 $ N2e4 
NMATCHNLH0	 -. 
	
•	 00 300 1 .2,10	 - 
IFII.(4*2)41,42 
41 K6*R -.'• 
	
601043	 : --	 • 
42 K61	 -	 - - 


































S	 IF(.EO41P)So,e10	 .'. 
•	
-	 0	 Kt41	
-.	 .. -	 '	 ... 3*K41
	
. :•	 - : 
6010200	 V
V • 	 •• 










V	 V	 .• -.	 . 
•	 . 	





• 	 - 	 G010200-  




OO FORt4AT(IH ,0 C4A FOLLOwIN4 RP WaT14EP4 PARAMETER LIST 
• llH ,HK3cit2,2X,3HK4*
	 I22Xi3H5*st2,2X, . 
224I,t1,2X,24J*.	 25HKt$N*t2) - 
•	 NERRrS
	




100 CALL PVAR(N1SeP4,4,7,NV)  
•	
-• 101 IF(KLHGDO(tAMATCHt3)*EOoKBLANKIIOS*Ilo •.•••.	 :•. 
•	 110
- 
103 ilN1+1 $ N2*u1+3
. . 
rl	 IF1N1GTU0D0tMATC*3)flOSI110 -V 10	 NP4AtCH*M4ATCH1 S Ni el $ N2'4 V . 
lFATC1.(T0fln1,115	 --	 V ••	 •.-
;	





122	 V	 • V .	 .	 V 
110 N1*N1+1 $ N2'Pl+
	 .	 . •




	 N1*1 $ t42*
	




V.	 -.	 -	 ••	 V 
• 12	 F,rEo%1)400,124-	 -	
-:	
:.	 V	 V	 ,V : V V 124 K3+1
	
- VV •. 
1*3 S Nt4ATCH.NLHO $ N11 $ 4*
V 
•	 V 
G010200-	 V	 .V: -	 ..-•	 - 
C
	 VARIABLE	 N PARAMETER ItSI 15 A LEFT44aPff 	 • 
•	 C	 VARIABLE OUTSIDE OF- A DOV	 V	 •
--	 VVV - 





- .•	 .-.	 .	
--
V V	 V	 -	 -	 - 




I	 L	 •	 '	 4	 4 
•	
..	
• • z	 .	
.. 










.•-r-	 .	 .-	 .	 .•.	 .	 S..	 -	
. 
..,-..	 S.	 •S..	 •.	 .	 .....	
5'.-'	 - 
-	 . -	 . 	 . 	 ..-.___._,. *-4_•__—_w.__s'..	 -	 .-
-5, 
r





G0 ,r0123	 .	 . 
C	 VARIABLE IN PARAMETER LIST IS A RIGHT-HAND VARIABLE S . 
C	 WITHIN A DO
	 .	
.	 .5. 
130 NF,R .NPR wl	 -.	 .	 .	 . 
13? Nt0DOtNP0.3*NPR	 .	 .	 . 
NRHCUOtNRHO 1 NPI )NV 
G010123 
13	 0(4w0)NP	 . 
NRH0(NRH,NP1)NV 





-	 .•	 . 
GOTO100	 . 
1€0	 IF(K.E0.RP)17O,60	 .	 .	 .	 . 
170 K8 m I $ K-J $ Mal 
GO TO lOC 
200 CONTINUE
.	 ., 300 CONTINUE . 
00 RETURN	 .. 
SJaRoutLNE 




TYPE INTEGER 8LA,DIYADD,SLJ8,PERC014IRP	 .	 . . 
LF(NDO.EO.FiiO?Q	 .	 .	 .	 . 
10	 RHWNRHw#1 
NL14WIUcw+1	 .	 . 
NPP$O(NRWI1)'HRP4i 	 . 
NRHORHW,2)KESN	 .	 .














.	 . .	 . 
• NLH000(N1HO1)NL0  
• NL4OtD(P4L$O2)K5N
	
..	 .	 . 
30 K? S KNPa0 S jmjS NZ2 5 KSwO . . 
- IN40 3  
E4k441	 .	 .	 ..	 .5	 .	 ..	 ,.	 ..	 -S. 















r-	 •	 .5	 -	 -	 I. 
•	
- .	
-: • - -.	 -	
.-	
-	 . 	 -	 . 	 S 




-	 ,.-	 - 	 .--.	 . 	 --
	

















41 MX4 QK4 S MJaj
 
• G0T043	 -. 
*2 MK4 mNK4 $
	 ..	 . 
43 CALL	 . 
C	 LEFT—HAND VARIA8IE RETURNS AND WILL NOW BE 









55 NPO S L1 $
	
. - 




001070	 . . 
55	












C	 LOOK FOR OECIKM. DIGIT
	 .	
.5 75 00 80 N1,io
	
..	 .	 . 
80 CONTINUE	 -. ..




-	 - LI	 -	 S 
GO1O203
 
C	 LOOK FOR S PEC IAL CHARACTER
 O	 tEO15,2
	
.	 - -; 
	
2 IFt ,?	 .	 •	 . 	 . 








.	 •	 . .- - .	 •	 .•... 
-	 102 I F tEQ.LP )B5,1o4
	
.	 -	 .	 5- .-	 - - -	 .. 
04 IFt,.RPI 










C LOOK FOR TERMINATING SPECIAL CHARACTER 
115 IF(K.EO.MUL11309111 
p. 117 IF(K.E0.D1V)1309119 




127 1Ft.FQ.8iANKU30 9 110
- 
- 
130 CALL NVAR(NIS,1,49J9NV) 











• 140 NPHWDOi,31NP 
• NRHWDO(IRHwNP1)N/ 
145 IF(K0FO.BLANK)400985 
20n CONTINUE S 
300 CONTINUE
	 . 








- is	 - • 
- .	 S




















APkENDIX	 B	 -: 
An Exax,1e of the Recognition Process
 
This Appendix sill illuatrate the tbe"-r of operation of the
	 - - 
YOkTEAN parallel tack recognizer. This will be acc
	 itched by applying 
the recognition tec1miq'ee to a saMPIO amsree pregran. 	 £ Hating of the 
sample progran foIlcwc. The numbars to the left of the executable 
ateteta are the nunhere assigned b the reeognlcor during Pheco lo 
C	 THIS IS A TEST Pfl0C2i DSIGN	 TO CEECI ifS 
DI14NSION A1(10),A2(l0)943(10) 
INTSGER	 lA2E2L1,23B,C,D 
I PFJD 1C0	 (41()o1$,l0)pSaCpD 






6 E.2oD(B/C)	 . 
8 lOflN1J2	 -.	 - 
C	 TIS IS A TEST C0T	 . 
9 30 P!t 200,59C,D	 - 
10 4C ALL  
11 RINl 3057, lX2,(3(I),L.1,1O)
	
. 






. 50 READ 315,,G L.H	 S.	 . 





19 60 PRIYr 4X3,4,5  
20 PTUT
•	
. 100	 *10I2,313)  
- 200 FORMUKOA B C D,/9313) 
• 3037	
-AT(1t4 ,213$Cfl.1)	 . 
315	 11(4F704) 
4	   
52	 AT(12I3,10F7.)  
•	 -	 21 END  
95 _
: N - 
t	 o .	 1 N 
L -. 
.	 I 





-	 -	 •_ •.._ -	 .	 .:...	 .	
_..	 ..-.--.--0-•
— 
.._,	 .	 _	 -	 - -	 . 
0
96. 
A listing follows of the tables generated during fts
	
I, the 
connectivity matrices generated durtr.g ?hae ii, end t 
partitions acco1ihod in Phase III. - - 
NTABIF	 .
. 
(1) (2)	 (3).(4)	 (5)	 (6)(7).(a) 
1 4	 20	 30	 40.	 5 910 
'rABD0	 .•-








0; •0	 - 
-. 
(1) (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6) (7)
 
1 1	 4	 Al	 1%	 C D	 -	 0• 
2 2	 4	 A2	 NS	 HST
,, 
$STU	 . 
3 10	 3	 ABC	 B4	 '.3 





S 14	 4	 C	 F	 'C 0 
6 15	 1	 Z3 ''
•0 
7 16	 1	 14
 
0 
C- 17	 1	 X5 •,	 - 
9 18	 1	 X6.	 0 . 




•	 0	 ..	 0 
1 9 3 8
-ï	 -- T -	 , •. . 
2 10 2 Al A2
0, - 0	 ,'	 . 
3 11 3 Xl X2 A3
0 
. 
-.	 4 12 3 'Xl X2
'•'.•	 ' 
A3 0 
c 11  
6 15 4 B .p 0	
-. 
0	 .	 .- 
7 16 2 Bb  
, 
8 17 2 Z3 X4 '	 .	 --	 -	 •,	 -
.	 .	 - 9 18 3'- B4 B5
0 
X5 -	 0 
10 19 3 •X.3 X4
. 
X3	 .' 






-	 :	 .	 ..•	 - 
97 
NLO 
(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6) 1	 5	 1	 Xl	 .-
2	 6	 1	 X2 
3	 7	 1	 *3 
NRHM 1•
(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)	 (7) 1	 4	 2	 Al	 *2 
2	 3	 4	 Al
	 I	 B	 C 3	 6	 3	 D	 B	 C 
4	 7	 2	 Xl 
THE BLCCXS Cc?r*xNIx, TilE STATE? NUMBERS OF THE INPUT 



















.;..	 .	 .	 --	 I 
.. 
-






10 . 01000001 10 000000001 
200100000010000000000 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 







110 00000 . O 0000000000000 
120000000000.0.000010000 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1600000000000000001010 
1700000000000000000110 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NCI . V 
12345673901234567890 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
200000000000000000000 
3000000 (I 00000 00 000000 
40000100 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0, 0 
500000010000000000000 




100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1100000000000000000000 
1200000000000000000000 
1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14000000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 06 
•	 13000.00000000000000300 
1600000000 0 0 0 0 6O.O0 0 0 
170 00 00 000 0 0 0 6 0 '0.0 0 0 0 0 
18000000 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 	 • • 
190000000000000.O0 00000 
20000 000. 0000.0000000000 •
• •	 ••	 ..
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